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Read Me First 
Welcome to Take Control of Your M-Series Mac, version 1.4, pub-
lished in June 2022 by alt concepts. This book was written by Glenn 
Fleishman and edited by Joe Kissell. 

This book will help you configure and protect your Apple silicon M-
series Mac. You will learn to manage new features and work with its 
advantages and constraints, while understanding the comprehensive 
changes across hardware and macOS from Intel Macs. 

If you want to share this ebook with a friend, we ask that you do so 
as you would with a physical book: “lend” it for a quick look, but ask 
your friend to buy a copy for careful reading or reference. Discounted 
classroom and user group copies are available. 

Copyright © 2022, Glenn Fleishman. All rights reserved. 

Updates and More 

You can access extras related to this ebook on the web (use the link 
in Ebook Extras, near the end; it’s available only to purchasers). On 
the ebook’s Take Control Extras page, you can: 

• Download any available new version of the ebook for free, or buy 
any subsequent edition at a discount. 

• Download various formats, including PDF, EPUB, and Mobipocket. 
(Learn about reading on mobile devices on our Device Advice page.) 

• Read the ebook’s blog. You may find new tips or information, as 
well as a link to an author interview. 

If you bought this ebook from the Take Control website, it has been 
added to your account, where you can download it in other formats 
and access any future updates. 
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What’s New in Version 1.4 

Apple announced the first in their M2 series of chips on June 6, 2022. 
The new M2 powers an updated MacBook Air and a largely unchanged 
14-inch MacBook Pro. I’ve updated this book throughout to account for 
the new chip and the new Mac models. 

What Was New in Version 1.3 

On March 8, 2022, Apple announced what they said was the last chip 
in its M1 series, the M1 Ultra. This followed the original M1, M1 Pro, 
and M1 Max. The M1 Ultra so far appears only in certain configuration 
of the new Mac Studio computer introduced at the same time. This 
book has been updated throughout to incorporate features of the M1 
Ultra and specs for the Mac Studio. 
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Introduction 
Apple introduced the M1 system-on-a-chip in 2020, surprising even 
the most cynical users and reviewers with its remarkable advances in 
performance, battery life, and memory utilization. Then Apple blew 
people’s minds again with vastly more powerful M1 Pro and M1 Max 
(October 2021) and M1 Ultra (March 2022) versions of the chip. In 
June 2022, the company embarked on the next step in this journey, 
announcing Macs with the first in the M2 lineup. 

M-series Macs sport a range of firmware and hardware changes that 
make them different in many ways from all Macs that come before 
them. This includes unique advantages, such as running iOS and 
iPadOS apps, and providing even stronger protections baked into 
hardware against attackers trying to take over your Mac. 

Take Control of Your M-Series Mac digs into the important stuff that 
lets you take advantage of new features, while also performing routine 
tasks that have changed in large and small ways, such as backing up 
your Mac and protecting it. 

That starts with understanding how the M-series chips work, what 
makes the series different from Intel processors, and how to migrate 
successfully from an Intel Mac. The book then moves into specifics: 
How do I back up an M-series Mac? Can I create a backup on an 
external drive that I can boot from? How do you manage the long 
battery life? What’s different when I restart in recovery mode? 

The book also digs into system security, which covers the changes that 
Apple introduced in Big Sur, and which remained stable in the Mon-
terey release. You’ll learn the Apple silicon twist on all those macOS 
differences. Finally, I explain the ins and outs of using iOS and iPadOS 
apps in macOS, and how to run Windows within macOS. 

When you finish reading this book, you will have a complete mastery of 
what makes an Apple silicon Mac tick and how to tune it and keep it 
running to your best advantage. 
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M-Series Quick Start 
This book both teaches you about how the M-series chips work and the 
differences they have from Intel processors, and offers insight into 
areas like battery life, backups, security, and recovery. You can read 
most of the book in any order. 

Start with background: 
• It’s useful to understand how the M-series chips work and how 

Apple baked security right into the chip; see How Apple Silicon 
Works and How Security Is Baked In. 

• Learn about the extended battery life with M-series Macs and how 
to measure and manage it; see Work with Extended Battery Life. 

Prepare for and recover from problems: 
• Understand how backups work in Big Sur with an M-series chip; see 

Back Up Your M-Series Mac. 

• Get to know recoveryOS, the new special boot option for reinstalling 
macOS, controlling security, and more; see Understand recoveryOS. 

Dig into Security: 
• Figure out whether FileVault’s extra protections work for you; see 

Protect a Drive with FileVault. 

• Learn about Big Sur’s extra protections for system files; see Protect 
a Drive with FileVault. 

• Modify system security for specific purposes; see Protect a Drive 
with FileVault. 

Run Something Different: 
• Most iOS and iPadOS apps can be installed and run on an M-series 

Mac; see Launch iOS and iPadOS Apps on Your Mac. 

• You can run a pre-release version of Windows that works on M-
series processors today; see Install and Use Windows. 
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Learn M-Series Details 
Apple’s M-series chips are profoundly different from the Intel genera-
tion they supersede. For those who have read up on the architecture of 
an iPhone or iPad, this series of Apple silicon processors will seem 
familiar; those who haven’t may feel at sea. In this chapter, I explain 
how a system on a chip (SoC) works, how Apple’s processors differ 
from Intel’s, and how Apple bakes security into silicon. 

You don’t have to be a chip-head or a hardware expert to understand 
the details that follow, nor will there be a test at the end. The idea is to 
give you a sense of what’s new—and sometimes extraordinary—inside 
the chips, and how special features enable entirely new capabilities. 

Tip: If you find chip-based technical detail not quite as interesting as 
I do, skip ahead to How Security Is Baked In, which is more critical to 
understanding parts of the rest of the book. 

How Apple Silicon Works 

A traditional CPU-based system wastes a lot of time and energy mov-
ing data between it and other chips across a circuit board. Every time 
memory is manipulated, a security coprocessor needs to perform 
encryption tasks, or graphics operations have to be offloaded to a GPU 
(graphics processing unit), there’s a huge amount of signaling and 
voltage that consumes power, delays actions, and generates heat. 

A computer will often also have separate chips for each type of con-
troller, a combination of firmware and processor that manages com-
munication with hardware devices. That includes standards like 
Thunderbolt, USB, and PCIe that connect your computer to printers, 
displays, and drives. (PCIe is typically used to connect expansion cards 
in computers with slots.) 
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Separate Controllers Allow Greater Throughput 
Some controllers come in multiples to create separate data paths, or 
buses, for different ports or sets of ports. Each USB/Thunderbolt bus 
in M-series Macs can carry up to 40 Gbps in each direction simultane-
ously plus a certain amount of video data. The more buses, the more 
monitors that can be supported, more or less. 

Apple provides two USB/Thunderbolt buses with its M1 and M2 chips. 
Based on the designs, I believe the M1 Pro and M1 Max have two and 
four buses, respectively. Apple doesn’t publish this spec, but you can 
extract it: hold down Option, go to  > System Utility, and select 
Thunderbolt/USB4 or a similar entry in the left-hand list under Hard-
ware. The M1 Ultra has a slightly more robust configuration of buses, 
but those aren’t documented, either. 

For reasons best known to Apple, the higher-end iMac models re-
leased at the end of April 2021 have four USB-C ports, but only two 
are Thunderbolt 3/USB4—the other two are “plain” USB 3.1 Gen 2 
(10 Gbps) versions that don’t allow for video or networking. The Mac 
Studio model may explain it: it comes in an M1 Max version with a 
similar USB/Thunderbolt split, and an M1 Ultra flavor where all the 
USB-C ports support Thunderbolt 4. That indicates the chip includes 
an additional Thunderbolt bus compared to the other M1 chips. 

A computer also needs radio chips for Bluetooth and Wi-Fi (and 
sometimes cellular), as well as storage chips packaged as solid-state 
drives (SSDs). 

On an Intel-based Mac (or an AMD- or Intel-based computer of any 
kind), the processor is a generic model available to any manufacturer. 
The rest of the chips required to make up the computer are largely 
commodity items, sourced based on cost and features. Apple uniquely 
has often designed or had made to its spec some secondary chips to 
provide a specific set of features or meet certain performance criteria. 

But taken altogether, every CPU-oriented computer is a Frankenstein, 
however nicely assembled and however well every part works together. 

In contrast, a system on a chip combines most functions into a single 
hunk of silicon. It is more like an organism designed in the lab and 
produced from scratch, in which each part is designed to work with 
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Migrate from an Intel Mac 
Most of us aren’t starting from scratch when we set up an M-series 
Mac. We have a previous computer with an Intel chip built in that has 
an operating system with a particular configuration, and software and 
files that go with it. 

First, if you haven’t yet purchased an M-series Mac or want the full 
details on hardware aspects, read Pick the Right New Hardware. 
External displays are one of the key stumbling blocks when planning a 
purchase or (if you already own an Apple silicon Mac) when trying to 
figure out how to expand. 

Then read Run Old and New Code and the rest of the chapter to 
understand how Mac apps written for Intel models can run on an M-
series chip, and the limitations of that for now. 

Pick the Right New Hardware 

Apple has successively released M1-based Macs to replace its line-up of 
Intel computers. As of June 2022, the models are: 

• Laptops: MacBook Air (M1 or M2), 13-inch MacBook Pro (M2), 
14-inch MacBook Pro (M1 Pro or M1 Max), 16-inch MacBook pro 
(M1 Pro or M1 Max) 

• iMacs: 24-inch iMac (M1) 

• Desktops: Mac mini (M1), Mac Studio (M1 Max or M1 Ultra) 

The only models not yet replaced are the now-discontinued 27-inch 
iMac and the Mac Pro. Apple’s Mac Studio combined with the new 27-
inch 5K Studio Display is, more or less, the 27-inch Intel iMac’s re-
placement. During their March 2022 announcement of the M1 Ultra 
and Mac Studio, Apple said the Mac Pro is yet to come. 

Each model is distinct to one degree or another. 
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Processor and GPU 
With the addition of pro-level chips to the M1 family, Apple provides a 
wide range of options for different categories of users’ computational, 
production, and battery-life needs. Here’s the current lineup with the 
cores listed as (CPU/GPU) in parentheses: 

• MacBook Air: M1 (8/7), M2 (8/8), and M2 (8/10) 

• Mac mini: M1 (8/8) 

• 24-inch iMac: M1 (8/7) and M1 (8/8) 

• 13-inch MacBook Pro: M2 (8/8) 

• 14-inch MacBook Pro with M1 Pro: M1 Pro (8/14) or M1 Pro 
(10/16). 

• 14-inch MacBook Pro with M1 Max: M1 Max (10/24) 

• 16-inch MacBook Pro with M1 Pro: M1 Pro (10/16) 

• 16-inch MacBook Pro with M1 Max: M1 Max (10/32) 

• Mac Studio with M1 Max: M1 Max (10/24) 

• Mac Studio with M1 Ultra: M1 Ultra (20/48) 

Note: The Mac Studio with M1 Ultra has double the cores in the 
Neural Engine: 32 compared to 16 in all other M-series chips. 

Display Limits 
The base M1 and M2 allow only one additional display beyond the 
built-in display on a laptop or iMac, and two displays total on a Mac 
mini. All the M1 Pro, M1 Max, and M1 Ultra models can support two or 
more external displays. 
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Back Up Your M-Series 
Mac 

With each system release in the last few years, Apple has layered on 
more protection for system files and software. These improvements 
have made it ever harder for any kind of hacker, local or remote, to 
mess around with macOS to grab your data, watch you while you work, 
or commit other mayhem. In fact, macOS is so restrictive that even 
when you’re logged in to a running copy of macOS as the root user via 
the Terminal, you can’t make any changes to system files! 

Generally, that’s good. But where it’s bad—or at least tricky—is in 
creating a full backup of your system that you can use to start up your 
Mac as an external drive, and restore exactly after erasing your Mac or 
to a new system. The M series makes this even harder by having a 
unique combination of hardware features and requirements. I would 
argue this is not bad, even though it can be irritating. 

In this chapter, you learn how macOS, starting in Big Sur, organizes its 
system and data files, and learn a strategy for making bootable back-
ups—and whether you need one at all. 

Learn About Drive Structure in macOS 

Apple plays a long game. In 2016, they started to preview APFS (Apple 
Filing System), a freshly conceived filesystem that was optimized for 
SSDs, allowed a better organization of data beyond partitions, and 
incorporated lessons learned since Mac OS Extended (or HFS Plus) 
replaced an even earlier filesystem, plain old HFS, back in 1998. 

In APFS, you can still partition a physical drive, allowing you to divide 
up available storage into different pieces. But within a partition, you 
can have one or more containers, which can dynamically resize as 
needed for their contents, which can be one or more volumes. Each 
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volume has a role, which defines the kind of data they contain, like 
System, Data, Backup, Recovery, Preboot (a special volume handled at 
startup), and so on. 

With the release of macOS 10.13 High Sierra in 2017, the macOS 
installer converted all SSD-based Macs to use APFS. The next year, 
10.14 Mojave converted hard disk drive and Fusion drive Macs during 
an upgrade or installation. 

But it wasn’t until 10.15 Catalina that we saw the real picture, when 
Apple introduced the concept of volume groups. These are sets of 
separate volumes in an APFS container that can present to the Finder 
as a single, bound-together unit. A startup container has multiple 
invisible volumes plus a volume group with system and Data volumes 
inside. Links between the two volumes let you navigate through a 
single entity in the Finder as if you were navigating just one volume. 
Nifty, but complicated. 

In previous versions of macOS, Apple relied on System Integrity 
Protection (SIP) to lock down system-file modifications (see Control 
macOS’s System Integrity). With Catalina, Apple went further: all 
system files are placed on the system volume, including all the apps 
Apple built into macOS. This system volume set to be read-only. The 
operating system prohibits modifications. Your user data is on the 
Data volume, which can be read from and written to. 

macOS 11 Big Sur went one step further to ensure the system can’t be 
fiddled with, as I describe in complete detail in Control macOS’s 
System Integrity. During an installation or update of Big Sur or Mon-
terey—on both Intel and M-series Macs—the installer creates a Signed 
System Volume by producing a cryptographic “seal” when installation 
is finished. If the seal can’t be validated at startup, your Mac won’t 
boot into macOS, and it tells you to reinstall the operating system. 

macOS 12 Monterey, by contrast, is an ocean of stability. Substantive 
changes in system structure and integrity weren’t announced, docu-
mented, or discovered during the public beta process. There’s one 
improvement, however: you can install multiple distinct versions of 
macOS on a drive if you need to maintain older versions. 
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Work with Extended 
Battery Life 

There’s a point while reading superlatives when your eyes rightly glaze 
over. I know I have a very low limit for it. Which is why I sometimes 
feel like a huckster and shill when people ask me about the battery life 
of an M-series Mac laptop. It’s ridiculous. It’s absurd. I’m nearly 
embarrassed to talk about it, because it’s so danged huge. And that 
was before the release of the 14-inch and 16-inch MacBook Pros. 

An M-series chip consumes energy so efficiently that it can carry out 
processor-intensive tasks over a long period of time and consume what 
seems to be somewhere between one-third and one-half as much 
battery power as a comparable Intel laptop. Sometimes, even less. 

And when you’re performing more normal tasks, like reading articles 
in a web browser or using a word processor, or simply leaving your 
Mac active and not engaged in working on it, the battery seems to go 
on and on and on and on. I’ve taken my Mac off power and left it by 
accident, and several hours later come back and find that its charge 
remains nearly full. 

I’d wager that some people could work for two full business days in a 
putative post-pandemic world of commuting or travel without plugging 
in. That’s the kind of performance associated with an iPad. 

Add to that the fast-charging mode for 14-inch and 16-inch MacBook 
Pros and the M2 MacBook Air, and you could potentially work for 
another full business day every time you can manage just 30 minutes 
of charging. 

In this chapter, I detail how macOS charges and manages batteries, so 
you understand how best to keep your battery in fine fettle. I explain 
MagSafe 3 and the new fast-charging mode. And you’ll learn to use 
macOS and third-party tools to keep on top of current time left and 
charging cycles to maximize battery life and longevity. 
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How Batteries Charge and Cycle 

Lithium-ion (Li-ion) batteries are a modern miracle that effectively 
made mobile devices feasible, as well as electric cars and much else. 
Unlike previous generations of batteries used in vehicles and electron-
ics—odd bedfellows there—Li-ion batteries hold energy densely while 
discharging slowly when not in use. They also lack the dreaded “mem-
ory effect” found in older rechargeable batteries, when a battery that’s 
not fully discharged starts to get stuck at a maximum recharge limit 
that’s far below its actual maximum capability. 

Developments a few years ago allowed manufacturers to move away 
from a battery-cell approach, in which Li-ion batteries were in a form 
factor similar to alkaline and nickel metal hydride (NimH) recharge-
able ones. A “polymer” form of Li-ion allows them to be shaped in all 
sorts of ways. Apple used this effectively to fill in all the empty spots in 
an iPhone with battery, and to create the equivalent of layered shingles 
of batteries to fill the insides of laptops. 

The real limit with Li-ion batteries is carefully charging them to the 
safest full capacity. Overcharging one of these batteries or battery 
packs can lead to excessive heating, which can cause a fire. 

Warning! If you ever see a bulgy part of a device where its battery 
is, immediately stop charging the device, and if possible put it in a 
metal bucket on a concrete floor where there’s air circulation. Bulging 
typically happens when internal safeguards in the lithium-ion cells 
have been damaged or it’s been overcharged, and a runaway reaction 
can occur that can result in a dangerous fire. This Macworld column I 
wrote has additional safety and disposal advice as does this Battery 
University article. 

This is why “100%” isn’t really 100% when it comes to Li-ion charging. 
Even with a fresh device, the “100%” charge is 100% of what the 
battery maker and the device maker decide is the safest amount to 
charge a given battery. There’s always additional capacity that’s left in 
reserve to avoid overheating. 
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Understand recoveryOS 
Apple’s separate recovery operating system (recoveryOS) has been a 
vital part of troubleshooting your Mac since it first appeared about a 
decade ago. It’s also where you go when you need to make changes to 
certain low-level and security settings that can’t be modified while 
macOS is running. 

The Many Names Used with Recovery on an M-Series Mac 
Apple seems to be in a transition point about what it calls this special 
boot mode on a Mac. The best we can figure it at Take Control Books 
is that there are three terms in use: 

✦ Recovery mode is the generic term for a recovery boot process in 
macOS, iOS, iPadOS, and all Apple operating systems. 

✦ macOS Recovery used to be the term that referred to restarting 
into Mac recovery mode. If you start up an Intel Mac by holding 
down ⌘-R, the app that appears has a header labeled macOS 
Recovery, in fact. macOS Recovery is used in some of Apple’s 
user-facing manuals and documentation online. 

✦ recoveryOS, a term we first saw in the Apple Platform Security 
document (aimed at security researchers and system administra-
tors) and in some IT-focused guides, refers to the special limited-
purpose operating system that runs recovery mode on a Mac. On 
an M-series Mac, when you restart in recoveryOS, there’s no 
header label. It’s only when you click Options and authenticate 
that the main recovery “app” appears and is still labeled macOS 
Recovery—this is just confusing and may change. (And you might 
be prompted at the login window, if you delay entering your 
password for a while, to restart in… ”Recovery OS.”) 

✦ Recovery Assistant is a hidden assistant that aids with fixing a Mac 
when its system volume loses its integrity in a way I describe how 
to fix in Reinstall with the Personalization Error. 

Since we’re only talking about M-series Macs in this book, I have 
chosen to use the term recoveryOS for the general state of booting in 
recovery mode, because it’s the most consistent available name. 
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Restart in recoveryOS 

To enter recoveryOS on your M-series Mac: 

1. Choose Apple  > Shut Down. 

2. When you see your Mac has powered down, hold down the power 
button until you see a prompt that says “Loading startup options.” 

3. A set of one or more drives appears along with a gear icon labeled 
Options. (It may take tens of seconds for all drives to appear.) To 
continue with Options, you select Options, click Continue, select an 
account, enter its password, and click Continue. 

4. A screen appears on which you can click to select from among four 
tasks or choose other options from the Utilities or Apple  menu. 

I describe how all these options in step 3 and 4 work across the rest of 
this section. 

M-Series Macs Have Fewer Boot Modes 
Intel Macs have a variety of keyboard shortcuts and buttons you can 
press to trigger starting up in several different modes, like internet 
recoveryOS, diagnostics, Safe mode, Single User Mode, and others. 

M-series Macs have just four: macOS, recoveryOS, fallback recov-
eryOS (described below), and safe mode (described next). 

Start Up in Safe Mode 
In safe mode, macOS won’t load any kernel extensions (kexts) you’ve 
added. This can solve startup problems related to buggy extensions. 
You won’t need it often. 

To boot in safe mode, restart in recoveryOS as above. In Step 3, hold 
down the Shift key when your startup drive appears, click Continue in 
Safe Mode, and release the Shift key. Your Mac restarts in safe mode. 
Restart again to boot up normally. 
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Manage System Security 
Apple has built in a number of excellent protections in recent years 
against a combination of physical intrusion, in which someone can sit 
down in front of your Mac and attempt to break in, and system in-
tegrity, in which system files have been increasingly immutable. 

In this chapter, I explain three major elements of system security that 
are different on an M-series Mac and that you may find yourself 
needing to work with or around. 

Note: For a full dive into macOS security for Intel and M-series Macs, 
read my book Take Control of Securing Your Mac. 

Note: Apple announced macOS 13 Ventura in June 2022, slated for a 
fall 2022 release. They haven’t released any details that lead me to 
suspect major transformations with system security. 

Protect a Drive with FileVault 

The current version of FileVault was developed for Mac OS X 10.7 Lion 
way back in 2011, where it combined two separate features: software-
based full-disk encryption (often called FDE) with a special startup 
and login mode that worked with a fully encrypted disk. (Apple later 
added dedicated silicon to Macs to accelerate encryption.) 

With the introduction of the T2 Security Chip in Intel Macs, Apple 
separated FDE from the FileVault login mode. On T2-equipped Macs 
and M-series Macs, which have a Secure Enclave, the internal drive is 
always encrypted. FDE is always on and can’t be disabled. 

Intel Macs still require a special startup mode in recoveryOS, but M-
series Macs no longer do: they boot into macOS directly. 
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So what’s the difference with an M-series Mac between FileVault 
enabled and disabled? Here’s the distinction: 

• With FileVault disabled, the startup process automatically retrieves 
the volume’s security key in a process mediated by the Secure 
Enclave. The Data volume is decrypted even before an account 
password is successfully entered. That leaves an inch of room for an 
attacker to try gain access, difficult as it might be. 

• With FileVault enabled, a Mac with Apple silicon boots from the 
System volume; the Data volume remains fully encrypted. Once the 
password for a user account is successfully entered, macOS can 
retrieve the encryption key that protects the Data volume, and 
unlock it for use. 

Note: If the SSD drive were removed from a Mac—which in modern 
Macs is nearly infeasible—the decryption information would remain in 
the Secure Enclave that’s left behind. But taking the whole computer 
still leaves the problem of breaking into the Secure Enclave, which 
has proven so far highly resistant to attack. 

How macOS Manages FDE 
While FDE is not a feature of FileVault as such with an M-series Mac, 
since encryption is always enabled, FileVault does mediate how a 
Mac’s startup drive becomes available after it starts up or restarts. 

Full-disk encryption puts a layer between the operating system and a 
storage drive that automatically decrypts all information coming off 
the drive and encrypts it as it’s written. This means all information 
whenever it’s stored on the drive—when it’s at rest—is fully encrypted. 
This includes when the Mac is in use and when it’s powered down. 

Only while a Mac is active is stored information vulnerable to intercep-
tion, as macOS must hold the encryption key in memory to allow it to 
encrypt and decrypt data on the fly. This allows macOS to treat an 
encrypted volume as if it were effectively not encrypted at all while in 
use, including letting you share the volume over a network; back it up 
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Launch iOS and iPadOS 
Apps on Your Mac 

One of the most surreal things you can do on an M-series Mac is install 
and launch apps designed for iOS and iPadOS. Because the M-series 
Mac has a compatible ARM-based processor, mobile apps can run 
across those three platforms. (macOS apps can’t run in iOS or 
iPadOS…yet?) 

Not every iOS and iPadOS app can run, but most can. Touch-based 
actions have to be mapped to ones that can be performed with a 
mouse, trackpad, or keyboard, too. But it’s a surprisingly seamless 
process. 

Find and Install Mobile Apps 

The Mac App Store now offers both macOS apps that developers have 
made available for download, sale, or subscription through Apple, and 
iOS and iPadOS apps. 

Unfortunately, you can’t browse through categories to find mobile 
apps. You have to either follow a direct link to an iOS or iPadOS app or 
search by keywords or by name. For instance, search for “calculator” 
and you will see two items under “Results for ‘calculator’”: Mac Apps 
and iPhone & iPad Apps. Click the latter link, and the results are all 
mobile apps (Figure 23). 
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Figure 23: The App Store lets you select iPhone & iPad Apps in 
search results. 

All apps will show either “Designed for iPhone” or “Designed for iPad.” 
Apps designed for both appear to show only the iPad label, though. 
Obtaining an app and downloading it is just the same as with any Mac 
app in the App Store or in the iOS and iPadOS App Stores (Figure 
24). 

Figure 24: Just click the price, confirm the purchase, and the game 
is downloaded to your Mac. 
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Install and Use Windows 
A popular use of high-performance Macs has been to run Windows. At 
times, the fastest machine that could run Windows was in fact a Mac. 
Apple even made this an authorized function way back in 2006, by 
adding Boot Camp, a utility that manages installing Windows and 
starting up your Mac into it. 

With the first M-series Macs, that went out the window. There’s no 
Boot Camp, and no production release of Windows for M-series Macs. 

Note: Emulators that could pretend to be an Intel processor don’t yet 
exist for Apple silicon, either. As noted in Run Old and New Code, the 
only way to run Intel-based operating systems on a Mac is to have an 
Intel Mac. 

That could change, however. Apple’s head of software engineering, 
Craig Federighi, told Ars Technica back in November 2020 that Mi-
crosoft could opt to license ARM-based Windows for Mac users. We’ve 
heard nothing more concrete in the year and a half since! 

As of June 2022, there is one simple way to run a limited version of 
Windows on an M1 Mac: Parallels Desktop for macOS starting with 
version 16.5, which added native M-series support. 

Start by obtaining the version of Windows 11 that works with ARM 
installations. It’s in beta, so you can’t simply purchase or download it. 
However, Microsoft makes it extremely easy to set up a free developer 
account and download it. 

Here’s how to get the Windows 11 for ARM beta: 

1. Start with the Windows Insider Preview Downloads page for “Win-
dows 11 on ARM Insider Preview.” You will be prompted to login in. 
If you don’t have an Outlook.com or Live.com account, follow the 
steps offered to create one. 
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2. Return to the downloads page, if you aren’t automatically redirect-
ed. You should be prompted to agree to Windows Insider terms. 
Make sure you read what you’re agreeing to and then check the 
boxes offered. 

Note: Editor Joe Kissell found himself stuck at step 2. He wasn’t able 
to agree to terms and proceed. Instead, he had to register separately 
for a Windows Insider account and complete the process from within 
an existing running copy of Windows. I didn’t encounter this. 

3. Click “Windows Client ARM64 Insider Preview - Build xyz”; a build 
number appears in lieu of xyz, and will change over time. The 
download is roughly 9 GB and will be named something like Win‐
dows11_InsiderPreview_Client_ARM64_en-us__22454.VHDX. 

Set the file aside until you’ve completed one or both of the next two 
emulator installations. 

Note: After you complete an installation with an emulator, follow the 
instructions in Windows 11 when prompted to log in to the account 
associated with your Windows Insider membership. You will also get 
instructions on enabling optional diagnostics, which is required to 
download incremental updates to Windows 10 in the beta program. 

Now purchase Parallels Desktop for macOS version 17, which costs 
$79.99 per year for a new license or $49.99 per year if you’re upgrad-
ing from a previous version or adding a license to run the software on 
an additional Mac. 

Tip: Parallels often offers small to huge discounts off an initial 1-year 
license. Search the internet for deals. 

After installing Parallels Desktop and entering the activation code 
provided on purchase, follow these steps: 

1. Launch Parallels Desktop from the Applications folder. 

2. Navigate to the Windows 11 Client ARM64 installer file or click Find 
Manually and drag and drop it into the window. 
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About This Book 
Thank you for purchasing this Take Control book. We hope you find 
it both useful and enjoyable to read. We welcome your comments. 

Ebook Extras 

You can access extras related to this ebook on the web. Once you’re 
on the ebook’s Take Control Extras page, you can: 

• Download any available new version of the ebook for free, or buy 
a subsequent edition at a discount. 

• Download various formats, including PDF, EPUB, and Mobipocket. 
(Learn about reading on mobile devices on our Device Advice page.) 

• Read the ebook’s blog. You may find new tips or information, as 
well as a link to an author interview. 

• Find out if we have any update plans for the ebook. 

If you bought this ebook from the Take Control website, it has been 
automatically added to your account, where you can download it in 
other formats and access any future updates. 

More Take Control Books 
This is but one of many Take Control titles! We have books that cover 
a wide range of technology topics, with extra emphasis on Macs and 
other Apple products. 

You can buy Take Control books from the Take Control online catalog 
as well as from venues such as Amazon and the Apple Books Store. 
But it’s a better user experience and our authors earn more when you 
buy directly from us. Just saying… 

Our ebooks are available in three popular formats: PDF, EPUB, and 
the Kindle’s Mobipocket. All are DRM-free. 
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About the Author 

Glenn has written oodles of books since the 1990s. Most recently, those 
include Take Control of Securing Your Mac, Take Control of Zoom, 
Take Control of iOS & iPadOS Privacy and Security, and Six Centuries 
of Type & Printing. Glenn writes for the Economist, Increment, Mac-
world, and TidBITS on topics as varied as the longest-running metal 
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Shameless Plug 
I don’t write just ebooks—I also produce ones of actual physical matter, 
too. My latest is Six Centuries of Type & Printing, a title that traces the 
technology and advancements in making type, composing it into words 
and pages, putting ink on it, and pressing it to paper from before 
Gutenberg’s perfection of metal printing types through the digital era 
in which type transcends the printed page. 

The type for the book was composed on a hot-metal Monotype casting 
system and printed by letterpress in London. The page is a 64-page 
cloth-bound hardcover book with foil stamping that comes in its own 
slipcase, bound in Germany. It unfolds nearly 600 years of printing 
and is a work of art in its own right. You can order a copy directly. 
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Caveat lector: Although the author and alt concepts have made a reasonable effort 
to ensure the accuracy of the information herein, they assume no responsibility for errors 
or omissions. The information in this book is distributed “As Is,” without warranty of any 
kind. Neither alt concepts nor the author shall be liable to any person or entity for any 
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revenues or lost profits, that may result (or that are alleged to result) from the use of these 
materials. In other words, use this information at your own risk. 

It’s just a name: Many of the designations in this ebook used to distinguish products 
and services are claimed as trademarks or service marks. Any trademarks, service marks, 
product names, or named features that appear in this title are assumed to be the property 
of their respective owners. All product names and services are used in an editorial fashion 
only, with no intention of infringement. No such use, or the use of any trade name, is 
meant to convey endorsement or other affiliation with this title. 

We aren’t Apple: This title is an independent publication and has not been authorized, 
sponsored, or otherwise approved by Apple Inc. Because of the nature of this title, it uses 
terms that are registered trademarks or service marks of Apple Inc. If you’re into that sort 
of thing, you can view a complete list of Apple Inc.’s registered trademarks and service 
marks. 
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